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What is AI?

Domain Structure + Data Generation + General Purpose ML

Self-training structures of ML predictors that automate and accelerate human tasks

Econ Theory / Biz Frame

Structural Econometrics

Relaxations and Heuristics

Reinforcement Learning

Sensor Networks, IOT

Simulation/GANs

Deep Neural Nets

SGD + OOS + GPUs

Video/Audio/Text



https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=13&v=zQyWMHFjewU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=13&v=zQyWMHFjewU




The Economics of AI

DNNs are GPT and ‘method for invention’

• Broad impact, up and down the value chain

• Gets better, faster, and cheaper in time

• Can suffer from underinvestment

• Productivity gains lag invention

Automation, inequality, skill acquisition

Data ownership, markets, and privacy

High-info contracts and outcome pricing

Graph from Cockburn/Henderson/Stern



Susan Athey:

What about the impact of AI on the practice of Econom[etr]ics?



Econometrics breaks systemic questions into sets of prediction tasks

• Prediction after controlling for confounders

• Two-stage prediction with IVs 

• Heterogeneous treatment effect prediction 

• Structural equation systems

Machine Learning can automate and accelerate 
tasks in applied econometric workflows



Example: short-term price elasticity

If I drop price 1%, by what % will quantity sold increase?

Problem: both prices and sales respond to underlying demand

Need a causal effect of price on sales, not their co-movement

Beer Data

A single shared elasticity gives tiny -0.23

Separate elasticity for each: noisy zeros

We need to group the products 

together using brand, pack, etc.



Beer Elasticity

Say 𝑤𝑏𝑘 = 1 if word 𝑘 is in description for beer 𝑏

@transaction 𝑡: log 𝑦𝑡𝑏 = 𝛾𝑏log 𝑝𝑡𝑏 + 𝑓𝑡(𝒘𝑏) + 𝜀𝑡𝑏 ,

𝛾𝑏 = 𝒘𝑏
′ 𝜷

Creates a large number of parameters

Just throw it all in a lasso?

Yields unbelievably small elasticities

This is not a pure prediction problem

The naïve ML conflates two problems: 

selecting controls and predicting response after controlling for confounders.



Instead, use Orthogonal ML (Chernozhukov et al, 2016 and earlier)

Estimate • nuisance functions orthogonal to 𝛾𝑏 in their conditional score.

Orthogonalize• against these nuisance functions (data split)

Then estimation for • 𝜸 is robust to slow-learned nuisance functions.

Estimation breaks into a series of ML tasks:

Predict sales from the demand variables:1. 𝑦𝑡𝑏 ≈ 𝑔(𝑡, 𝑤𝑏)

Predict prices from the demand variables:2. 𝑝𝑡𝑏 ≈ ℎ(𝑡, 𝑤𝑏)

Get OOS residuals:    3. 𝒚𝑡 = 𝒚𝑡 − ො𝑔 ҧ𝑡(𝑡, 𝑤𝑏),     𝒑𝑡 = 𝒑𝑡 − ℎ ҧ𝑡(𝑡, 𝑤𝑏)

4. And fit the final regression: 𝔼 𝒚𝑡 = 𝚪 𝒑𝑡 = diag 𝜸 𝒑𝑡



The text encodes a natural hierarchy

Many beers are IPA or Cider

But individual brands also load

Orthogonal ML for Beer

Least Price Sensitive

Most Price Sensitive

There’s no ground truth, 

but these are economically realistic



Econ + ML

This is what econometricians do: break systems into measurable pieces

Another common example: Instrumental Variables

Endogenous errors:
𝑦 = 𝑔 𝑝, 𝒙 + 𝑒 and 𝔼[ 𝑝 𝑒 ] ≠ 0

If you estimate this using naïve ML, you’ll get

𝐸 𝑦 𝑝, 𝒙 = 𝐸𝑒|𝑝[𝑔 𝑝, 𝒙 + 𝑒] = 𝑔 𝑝, 𝒙 + 𝐸[𝑒|𝑝, 𝒙]

But, with instruments… 



Instrumental Variables

The exclusion structure implies 

𝔼 𝑦 𝑥, 𝑧 = න𝑔 𝑝, 𝑥 𝑑𝐹(𝑝|𝑥, 𝑧)

You can observe and estimate 𝔼[𝑦|𝑥, 𝑧] and 𝐹 𝑝 𝑥, 𝑧

⇒ to solve for structural g(𝑝, 𝑥) we have an inverse problem.

cf Newey+Powell 2003
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min
𝑔∈𝐺

∑ 𝑦𝑖 −න𝑔 𝑝, 𝑥𝑖 𝑑𝐹(𝑝|𝑥𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖)

2

2SLS: 𝑝 = 𝛽𝑧 + 𝜈 and 𝑔 𝑝 = 𝜏𝑝 so that 𝑔 𝑝 𝑑𝐹 𝑝 𝑧 = 𝜏𝔼[𝑝|𝑧]

So you first regress 𝑝 on 𝑧 then regress 𝑦 on Ƹ𝑝 to recover Ƹ𝜏.

Sieve: 𝑔 𝑝, 𝑥𝑖 ≈ ∑𝑘 𝛾𝑘𝜑𝑘 𝑝, 𝑥𝑖 , 𝔼𝐹[𝜑𝑘 𝑝, 𝑥𝑖 ] ≈ ∑𝑗 𝛼𝑘𝑗𝛽𝑗(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖)

Also Blundell, Chen, Kristensen, , Chen + Pouzo, Darolles et al, Hall+Horowitz



min
𝑔∈𝐺

∑ 𝑦𝑖 −න𝑔 𝑝, 𝑥𝑖 𝑑𝐹(𝑝|𝑥𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖)

2

Deep IV uses DNNs to target the integral loss function directly

• First, fit 𝐹 using a network with multinomial response 

• Second (preferably on another sample) fit ො𝑔 following

𝛻𝐿 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖 , 𝜃 = −2 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑔𝜃( ሶ𝑝 , 𝑥𝑖) 𝑔𝜃
′ ሷ𝑝 , 𝑥𝑖 ,   ሶ𝑝, ሷ𝑝~F 𝑝 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖

Hartford, Lewis, Leyton-Brown, Taddy ICML 2017



Stochastic Gradient Descent

You have loss 𝐿(𝑫, 𝜃) where 𝑫 = 𝒅1 …𝒅𝑁
In the usual GD, you iteratively descend

𝜃𝑡 = 𝜃𝑡−1 − 𝑪𝑡𝛻𝐿(𝑫, 𝜃𝑡−1)

In SGD, you instead follow noisy but unbiased sample gradients

𝜃𝑡 = 𝜃𝑡−1 − 𝑪𝑡𝛻𝐿({𝒅𝑡𝑏}𝑏=1
𝐵 , 𝜃𝑡−1)



Validation and model tuning

We can do OOS causal validation

Leave-out deviance on first stage 



𝑖∈𝐿𝑂

− log መ𝑓 𝑝 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖

Leave-out loss on second 



𝑖∈𝐿𝑂

𝑦𝑖 −  𝑔𝜃 𝑝, 𝑥𝑖 𝑑 𝐹(𝑝|𝑥𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖)
2

You want to minimize both of these (in order).  



A pricing simulation

Time-dependent 𝜓𝑡 Customer type ‘𝑠’





Deep nets are not nonparametric sieves

The 1st layer is a big dimension reduction

For example,

• word embedding for text

• matrix convolution for images



Inference?   Good question

Data Splitting 

Variational Dropout   

Quantile Regression



Data Split

• Fit DNNs that map from inputs to output layer 𝜓𝑘 𝑥 , 𝑘 = 1…𝐾

• Use out-of-sample 𝑥𝑖 to obtain `features’ 𝜓𝑖𝑘 = 𝜓𝑘 𝑥𝑖

• Possibly do PCA on 𝜼𝑖 to get a nonsingular design

• Fit OLS 𝑦𝑖 ≈ 𝝍𝑖
′𝜷 to get 𝜷 with variance

var 𝜷 = 𝚿′𝚿 −1𝚿′diag 𝒚 −𝚿𝜷 𝚿 𝚿′𝚿 −1

This can be used to get var 𝔼 𝑦 𝑥 )



Variational Bayes and Dropout

VB fits q to minimize  • 𝔼q log 𝑞(𝑊) − log 𝑝 𝑫 𝑊 − log𝑝 𝑊

We train with • dropout SGD: 

At each update of weights 𝜔, use gradients for 𝑤 = 𝜉𝜔, 𝜉 ∼ Bern(𝑐)

This corresponds to VB under •

𝑞 𝑊 =ෑ

𝑙

ෑ

𝑘

𝑐𝟙 𝑊𝑘=Ω𝑘
+ (1 − 𝑐) 𝟙 𝑊𝑘=0

This can be used to get var 𝔼 𝑦 𝑥 )



Quantile Regression

Instead of targeting MSE or logit loss, minimize quantile loss

𝐿𝑞 = 𝑦 − 𝜂𝑞 𝑥 𝑞 − 1y<𝜂𝑞 𝑥

Where 𝑞 is your desired probability and 𝜂𝑞(𝑥) is the quantile function

Better yet, architect a net to fit multiple quantiles at once…

This can be used 

to get prediction 

intervals for 𝑦 | 𝑥



• A dataset of a million songs

• Inputs are timbre features 

• Output is the release year

• Test and train are split to 
have no overlap on artists

PI coverage around random songs



If you want Prediction Intervals, you should use quantile regression

For Confidence Intervals, sample splitting can’t be beat



Economic AI

The ML doesn’t create new economic insights or replace economists

It automates and accelerates subjective labor-intense measurement

• Instruments are everywhere inside firms

• With reinforcement learning there will be even more

• Reduced forms are low fruit; structural econometrics is next

➢ Need to link long term rewards to short term signals



Business AI

Deep learning revolution: good low-dev-cost off-the-shelf ML

As the tools become plug-n-play, teams get interdisciplinary

The next big gains in AI are coming from domain context

• Use domain structure to break questions into ML problems

• Don’t re-learn things you already know with baby AI


